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Anlage G:  Irynas und Anatols Korrespondenzen zu Emils Entführung 

 
 

04.07.2013:  
Anatol teilt Iryna mit, daß er Emils Aufenthalt nach dem 10.07.2013 als Vater nicht zustimmt, und fordert 
genaue Informationen zu Emils Gesundheitszustand.  

Emil's return home 
Von:"Anatol  
An: "Irina >  
CC: "  
Datum: 04.07.2013 08:54:03  
 
Guten Morgen, Irina ! 
  
I would like to ask you not always to break off our talk on Skype or telephone when you don't like what I tell you. This would be 
part of a better communictaion culture. 
  
I know you have big problems with integration in Germany due to your former lonely life in Kiev. This is understandable and 
can be solved with some patience and good will. It means too that you stop your permanent unjustified attacks on me and my 
environment - because this way you paint Germany black and horrible to yourself instead of using all the good opportunities 
you find here. 
  
I do not agree that you keep Emil another three months in Kiev - and I don't like if you make such decisions without asking me 
who is the father. Don't mix your personal interest of staying away with Emil's need for health care. Germany's health system is 
excellent, our family has a very good health insurance and anything necessary can be done München - probably much better 
than elsewhere. 
  
You can have your holidays in Kiev several times a year, if you wish so - I support you in keeping in touch with your home and 
your family (all are welcome to visit us here). But Emil's home is Germany. 
  
Please describe in detail Emil's health condition according to Kiev doctors' statement, and then I will go to Kinderdoktor or 
hospital for consultation. 
  
In general: Slow down and don't watch out for enemies in München everyday. There are none. Don't produce conflicts with me, 
which are unnecessary. Learn to cooperate and contribute to our common benefit. It is possible ! 
  
Bis heute abend 
Anatol 
 

 
 

04.07.2013:  
Iryna erklärt Kiew als Emils neues Zuhause. 

Re: Emil's return home 
Von: "Ирина  
An: "Anatol >  
Datum: 04.07.2013 16:21:04  
 
Emil home is where is my home.He has here not so much stress as in Deutschland. I am tired from your control, I don't 
want  this circ with pictures. I don't want to live in Deutschland only for you imidge that you are married.In realiti you don't need 
family, you need only money and freedom. You can't decide our problems with me,you need opinion all people . You are  bad 
example for Emil, and I don't want breake his nervouse sistem. He is krank and you don't think about this you think only about 
that  your parenth will be unhappy. I am agry with your papa if I am unhappy with you I shoud live in Kiev 
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11.07.2013:  
Iryna beschreibt knapp Emils Gesundheitszustand: Untergewicht, niedriger Blutdruck, Rachitis.  

Gesendet: Donnerstag, 11. Juli 2013 um 12:59 Uhr 
Von: "Ирина 
An: "Anatol 
Betreff: Kein Betreff 
 
Hallo Anatol!  
We  return from hospital. second day Emil had fiber and we did nothin.Doctor only chek his.He is 6930gr. He  has hipotonus 
and rahit. Doktor told that he has this from parents(maibe from you). And he will have hipotonus all his life. 

 
 

12.07.2013:  
Anatol drückt seine Sorge um Emils Verbleib und Gesundheit aus und spricht sich für Emils erstklassige 
medizinische Behandlung in der Schwabinger Kinderklinik in München aus.  

Von: "Anatol  
An: irina  
CC:  
 
Datum: 12.07.2013 08:48:33  
 
Guten Morgen, Irina ! 
 
I am worrying ever more what is going on there ... 
 
After receiving your message on Emil's health conditions, I went immediately to Pediatric Hospital (Kinderklinik) Schwabing in 
München's Parzivalstraße. It has a very good reputation and is specialized in almost all branches of child medicine. Besides, it 
offers a good environment to the patients and their visitors - see picture attached. 
  
In the hospital, I spoke to a leading doctor about underweight, hypotonia and rachitis and possible medical procedures for Emil. 
He told me (what has been confirmed afterwards by my medical Daddy too): 
- Rachitis is a disease which can be easily avoided today - by sunlight and by vitamin D given to the child. 
- Hypotonia statements on small children should be given with greatest caution. Many children naturally have lower blood pres-
sure than adults. If blood pressure is too low, it can be temporary - or it is concomitant with another disease that must be found 
then. 
  
The doctor said that an average health examination for Emil would take 3 or 4 days in hospital. It includes: 
- nutrition anamnesis, 
- gastrointestinal and enteric ("kaka") analysis, 
- ultrasonic check of belly and kidneys, 
- perspiration analysis. 
These are well-established and proven procedures. 
  
I will be in Kiev from August 4 to 11, i.e. one full week. As well, I have postponed your and Emil's return flight to August 11, so 
that we can fly together. 
Then we can bring Emil to Kinderkrankenhaus Schwabing - they are ready to receive us immediately, and we have a very good 
insurance to get done everything that is necessary. 
  
Regards 
Anatol 
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12.07.2013:  
Iryna lehnt ihre und Emils Rückkehr nach Deutschland ab.  

Gesendet: Freitag, 12. Juli 2013 um 17:33 Uhr 
Von: <irina
An: "Anatol 
Betreff: Kein Betreff 
 
I don"t want return in Deutschland and I will live in Kiev. 3.5 month was anough for me. Live with your mother and control each 
other. 

 
 
 

16.07.2013:  
Iryna drückt ihre Verfolgungs- und Verlustängste aus und beschuldigt mehrere Personen in Deutschland, 
ihr das Kind wegnehmen zu wollen.  

Gesendet: Dienstag, 16. Juli 2013 um 14:47 Uhr 
Von: "Ирина 
An: "Anatol 
Betreff: Kein Betreff 
  
Emil is not toy for your verwandte,bekannte and freunde. Now I understand warum your papa asked me Do I go alone or with 
Emil. It was plan your familie. Maiby 3 children wasn"t enough for them. Or Ester can not have children. Or Bernadet... 

 
 
 

17.07.2013:  
Anatol lehnt Irynas einseitige Entscheidungen über Emils Verbleib ab, beklagt die fehlende Information 
über Emils Gesundheitszustand und befürwortet eine friedliche Einigung.  

Von: "Anatol 
An: "Ирина 
CC: 
Datum: 17.07.2013 13:09:03 
 
Oh, oh, Iryna ... 
  
What you are doing, is not normal at all - and it getting ever worse. 
  
Your behaviour towards me is nasty and unfair - with unjustified accusations and offences. 
You are pushing us ever closer into a situation without any peaceful exit. 
  
Since July 10 you keep our beloved son WITHOUT MY CONSENT out of his residence country. This has been the greatest 
breach of trust. 
You give me virtually no information about his condition and the medical measures. All is secretive. I asked you several times 
for a photo and a medical report - in vain ... 
  
Emil has a very good health insurance in Germany, which covers even the most expensive medical treatments. But you are not 
here to use it. 
I accept responsibilty for decisions and choices, which we do TOGETHER. If you chose LONELY and without CONSENT, the 
responsibility is yours. 
  
All could be better, if we found a consent ... I am always ready for this. 
  
Anatol 
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